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Abstract

With the development of sensors and tracking technique,
the cost of detecting users certain action in VR (Virtual Re-
ality), AR (Augmented Reality), or traditional-display de-
vices becomes lower, which makes it possible to fuse ac-
tion detection into the control of different software. On the
other hand, the design of VR environments always pursues a
high degree of immersion for users, which can be perfectly
achieved by exploiting action detection in the design of user
interactions. In this project we explored what we should
mention when applying some common types of action de-
tection in general, provided some examples in the form of
an ARPG (Action Role-Playing Game) game, and applied
the methods on a non-virtual-reality game, Sekiro Shadows
Die Twice, to show the potential of game design.

1. Introduction and Motivation
Recent development of sensors and tracking techniques

makes the detection of simple action made by the users eas-
ier and more efficient. Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and many
other virtual reality devices become more and more suitable
for the users’ natural gestures, in order to feasibly gather the
motion of the user accurately and fast and also improve the
user’s experience. Based on the development of VR tech-
nologies, it must be true that, there will be many games in
traditional gaming genres being modified, improved and fit
into the VR environment. ACT/ARPG game is a perfect
example.

1.1. Design Principle of VR Environment

The design of VR environments requires designers to
think comprehensively about immersion and interaction. In
detail, the sense of immersion is required to attract users’
attention, and the design of interaction is required to physi-
cally complete the goal of the corresponded software. Both
properties should be guaranteed for a good VR environment

[4]. Designers can exploit all possible aspects that would in-
teract with the users, including but not limited to visual ren-
dering, audio design, users input in the virtual world, and
users movements in the real-world.

1.2. Design Principle of ACT/ARPG Games

The design of ACT and ARPG games pursues the sense
of hitting and player’s high intensity interaction as the keys
to the quality of the game. Therefore, player’s sense of im-
mersion can improve their experience playing these games.
The design of good ACT/ARPG games can involve aspects
including but not limited to the design of input settings, the
animation of actions, the audio and visual effect.

2. Related Work

There are many existing researches about motion detec-
tion (e.g. [3], [1]) and its application in software, and even
games. Nintendos Wii and Kinect [5] are good examples
and the combination of motion detection and the computer
is efficient for general-purpose software. However, there
are few attempts to apply motion detection techniques to
ACT/ARPG games, partly because it is probable that the
resulting products would be tiring and inefficient.

The property of ACT/ARPG games determines that the
input design should preserve low latency, high immersion
and independence of each input [2], which should foster
new ideas in the application of motion detection. It is no-
ticed that with the further development of motion detection
techniques, it is possible to solve this problem with a good
design of input semantics, which will be the concentration
of this project.

With the development of VR devices and developing
tools, there already exist several famous and well-designed
action games. Beat Saber is an action game based on music
and player’s action. The game fuses the element of music
and player’s action by generating cubes which would reach
player’s location following the tempos of the playing music.



Figure 1. The scene used for testing the users’ response of hitting
a virtual object when the counter counts down to 0: the green box
denotes that the box is hit, while the red box denotes that the box
is not hit by the participant.

3. Content

Our work contained both research and real-world imple-
mentations. More specifically, our work can be divided into
three parts. In the first part, we conducted experiments of
user response accuracy for several kinds of VR user inputs.
In the second part, we used Unity to implement a VR game.
In the last part, we mapped the inputs of a non-VR game,
Sekiro - Shadows Die Twice, to make the game more im-
mersive for users and also explore the potential of extending
non-VR game to VR game. We used the Oculus Rift with
Oculus Touch Controllers as our hardware (refer to Figure
2 for usage explanation of the controllers).

3.1. User Test

In the first part of our work, we conducted several kinds
of experiments to do research on the user response of dif-
ferent VR inputs. More specifically, we tested the response
accuracy of different kinds of motions: hitting a specific tar-
get in the virtual scene, squat, swing, and pressing a button.
In the pilot testing, we gathered information from 10 users,
collecting and evaluating their results.

We designed a simple system to let the participants to
interact with the virtual scene (refer to Figure 1 for an ex-
ample scene for the participant). We set a counter for the

participants and asked them to do some actions when the
counter counts down to zero and they would react accurately
as possible as they can. We chose four actions to test: hit-
ting a specific target in the virtual scene, squat, swing, and
pressing a button, as we mentioned before. Those tests are
to experiment with the users’ response of different actions
in VR and hopefully we can get some useful findings for
future game design.

3.2. Game: Battlefield

In the second part, we realized a game using Unity and
we named it Battlefield. The scene of our game was made
based on an existing scene from the unity assets, and we
combined materials downloaded from the internet (bombs,
firing effect) and our self made components (snowballs, the
rod, the scoring display and some interactive buttons).

We composed the game controller that controls all the
elements in the whole scene, which works as the hub of
the game. We also set the mechanisms for the interactive
elements in the game, defining their behaviors including
the interaction with the player’s controller configuration and
phase. We set a separated collision layer in Unity to make
sure the game mechanism does not conflict and is not influ-
enced by the surrounding objects and the OVRController-
Prefab object.

In this game, the player would be equipped with a pair
of controllers (for the left and right hands) of Oculus Rift
(refer to Figure 2 for the usage of the hardware). For the
game setting, the player is a ”defender” who will hold a
shield with his/her left hand and a rod with his/her right
hand to defend potential several kinds of attacks. The game
is set in a ”battlefield”, where there would be bombs and
snowballs coming from random directions to hit the player.
Additionally, we set a scanner to scan the player to increase
the difficulty of the game. The game mainly contains three
systems: shielding system, hitting system, and hiding sys-
tem. The goal of the game is to ”live” longer in the game.
Each player in each round would be given four chances to
keep themselves from attacking. Players need to raise their
left hand in order to utilize the shield (open the shielding
system) to prevent themselves from the attack of the bomb,
use their right hand with which they hold a rod to hit the
snowball. To make the situation more realistic, we decided
to ask the user to hit the snowball with some velocity above
a threshold or their action is ineffective. Additionally, the
player should protect themselves from being scanned, so
the player need to cross their hands (put the left and right
controller within a close distance) to activate their ”hiding
mode” to hide from the scan.

3.3. Sekiro Input Mapping

In the third part, we mapped the VR device inputs with
the inputs of a non-VR game, Sekiro Shadows Die Twice.



Figure 2. Controllers of Oculus Rift

Our design is to use a combination of buttons and actions
of the Oculus Touch controllers instead of the traditional
mouse-keyboard or game controller, which creates higher
degrees of freedom for users to interact with the game me-
chanics and introduces a higher extent of sense of immer-
sion when playing the game.

The pipeline of the remapping involves three parts. First
we detect the action of the player with the tracking sensors
of the controllers and the headset, which provides us with
the relative positions and the velocities of the controllers in
the local coordinate. Combining with the key press config-
uration at the frame, we determine what kind of action is
player trying to perform.

Second, based on the expected action we justified, we
deduct the corresponded signal needed to be sent to the
computer. The computer recognize the generated signals
as virtual key press on the keyboard and if we use the origi-
nal hex scan key code, those signals can also be recognized
by DirectX, the module used to run most of the large-scale
game in Windows.

Third, since the needed type of key press is different in
duration and key release also requires an additional signal,
we use the Invoke() function and startCoroutine() function
in Unity to set delayed function calls. In general there are
two types of timing structure, the first type requires a key
press for a relative short but longer than 1 frame time. For
this type of key press, we set a fixed release function and
a corresponded flag variable used to freeze the detections
lead to a result with pressing this key. The second type re-
quires a continuous key press. For this type, when we de-
tect the start signal of action, we start the key press, start
the detection of the ending action, and freeze the detection
of duplicated start signal which may disrupt the virtual in-
put configuration. When we detect the ending action, we
release the corresponded key and switch back the action de-
tecting target actions.

4. Results and Evaluations
In this part we would give both qualitative and quanti-

tative evaluations of the results gathered from our user test.
We would also show our games and evaluate and discuss the
our game implementations.

4.1. User Test

As for the user test part, we conducted experiments to
explore the accuracy of users’ response of different actions
as we have explained in Section 3.1.

In Figure 3, we show the distribution of difference in
time to the exact t = 0 of each user’s attempt. We can get
the mean value and standard deviation as shown below in
Figure

From the statistical result (mean value: refer to Figure 6,
and standard deviation: refer to Figure 7) below, we can see
an obvious tendency that it is harder for a user to perform
accurately in time if he/she tries to swing the controller at
a speed or squat with the controllers, also the performance
from different users varies more for those actions. Control-
ling a rod in the virtual environment with the right hand
controller to hit a box in the virtual environment leads to
less inaccuracy, yet pressing button A gives the best result.

The high inaccuracy of swing and squat may be the re-
sult of multiple reasons. Possible reasons include the limi-
tation that the user cannot clearly see the velocity threshold
or the displacement threshold directly from what they see,
the fact that these operations require the users to continu-
ously posing their actions, and that some of the testers are
not familiar with the controllers. These statements can also
explain the relative better accuracy of hitting the box and
the best accuracy of pressing the button: User can directly
see the distance between the rod and the trigger region in
the virtual environment; pressing the button only involves
an instant action and since users were notified with the up-
coming action, they do not need to see the location of the
button and find it before action.

It is also noticed that the learning effect of more compli-
cated action is less obvious than that of simple actions. The
quantitative comparison can be more obvious if we let users
test on the same actions for even more times within one
evaluation. The graphs below45 record the three attempts
of a user performed in one user evaluation. We can see that
the accuracy of pressing the button increases dramatically
yet there is no obvious change in performance when he was
performing swing.

4.2. Game: Battlefield

Figure 8 to Figure 13 show our scenes of the game. In
Figure 8, we can see the general scene of our game: a player
would be equipped with a shield in the left hand, a rod in
the right hand. Bombs (the purple one) and snowballs (the



Figure 3. Users’ response of different inputs.

Figure 4. An example of the user’s response to pressing the button.

Figure 5. An example of the user’s response to swing the con-
troller.

white one) would come to the player from random direc-
tions and the player need to raise his/her left hand to activate
the shield to protect himself/herself from being attacked by
the bomb (refer to Figure 10 and Figure 9 for what the dif-
ferent states of the shield would look like). As for the snow
ball, the players need to use the rod in their right hand to
hit the snowball with a certain velocity to break down the
snowball. If the player misses one bomb or snowball, he/she
would lose one chance, and the number of total chances is
four, which is denoted by four red squares floating in the
upper left part of the scene (those squares can be seen from

Figure 6. Average measurements of four inputs.

Figure 7. Standard derivation of four inputs.

Figure 9). We also set up a scanner to make the game more
difficult (refer to Figure 11). The scanner would scan the
scene and the player needs to put his/her hands close to ac-
tivate the hiding state, which allows the player to escape
from scanning. If the scanner detects the player, the player
would lose one chance. To make the game more interesting,
we added some special effects of the game: the explosion of
the bomb and the collapse of the snowball (refer to Figure
12 and Figure 13).

We tested our game thoroughly, and from the feedback
of the users, we think we have realized the full desired func-
tionality of this Unity game.

4.3. Sekiro Input Mapping

Since the program need to be run in background, we can
fetch the latency of the whole detection procedure easily.
When there is no input given to the Touch controllers, the
update rate of the program is near 100 fps, which is faster
than the 60fps game setting. In most of the cases, When the
player gently posing action to the program, due to a scan of
some keys involved in continuous pressing, the update rate
of the program can dropped to near 50fps, which is also a
good result. In the worst case, when the player tries to input
all possible instructions to the avatar in the game through



Figure 8. The scene of our game.

Figure 9. Shield state: inactive

Figure 10. Shield state: active

satisfying multiple action detection rules in same frame, the
latency would drop to between 36 to 40 fps, but since this
latency mainly occurs after the key press system call and the
frame rate of the game is still preserved, it is still acceptable.

From the perspective of the sensitivity, in the demo ses-
sion the first-time players can also complete the expected
operations in the game with no missed attempts and we suc-
cessfully beat the opponent which is designed to be a re-

Figure 11. The scanner in our game.

Figure 12. The effect of bomb explosion.

Figure 13. The effect of snowball collapse.

sult of multiple times of attempts involving more than three
quarters of the mapped actions, which shall prove the relia-
bility of this detection procedure.

Figure 14 to Figure 16 are some real demos of Sekiro
with our implementation.



Figure 14. Use tool. Triggered by Player’s right index button and
right controller swing.

Figure 15. Defense or Parry. Triggered by Player’s left raise or left
controller swing

Figure 16. Hook to landscape. Triggered by Player’s left index
button pressing and left controller swing

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, our research part and implementation

parts work as desired. The user test can provide effective

data in user evaluation. The difference in accuracy of ac-
tions satisfies our initial assumption and provides more in-
sights than expected. The performance of the input mapping
for Sekiro is also highlighting.

In the future, for the research part, we aim to conducted
experiments on more participants to collect more accurate
data and make more comprehensive and thorough evalua-
tions. User Statistics also would have higher reliability with
the test numbers grow. And for the game implementation
parts, we desire to improve the complexity of our Unity
game, set different levels of difficulty and design a more
intriguing reward system to make the game more attractive
to users. The action detection and input mapping pipeline
can work to many 3A games run on Windows, which can be
used as a platform to explore the VR development of other
types of games.

The result of the user test is a good reference for VR
environment design. If a game or software pursues high
extent of sense of immersion and requires users to actively
pose actions to interact with the system, the input should
be collected within larger time frame in case of trade-off in
efficiency of the interactions. On the other hand, for some
core games which attract players with high difficulties and
accuracy, involving action detection with the input system
may be a good choice of design.
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